
THEATRE PRODUCTION APPLICATION

An actual tutorial



3 Step Formula
All you need to do is answer: 

● What would you do?

● What impact would this have on the audience?

● Why would it have this impact?



What Would You Do? ● Make sure this is relevant to the question (e.g. if 

the question asks you about performance 

space, don't talk about lighting!) 

● Use as much detail and technical language as 

possible.



What effect would this 
have on the audience? 

● Use the phrase “the audience” somewhere in 

this part.

● This could include: 

○ Making the audience 

believe/realise/wonder something

○ Making the audience feel something

○ Showing the mood/atmosphere to the 

audience

○ Showing the audience what the setting 

(place/time) of the play is

○ Telling the audience about the characters 

or their relationships

○ Showing the audience the 

themes/message of the play



Why would it have this 
effect?

● Explain this as clearly as possible - assume the 

marker's an idiot or one of those kids who won't 

stop asking “Why?”

● Useful phrases to use are:

○ X is associated with...

○ X implies that...

○ X suggests that…

○ X shows that…

○ X is symbolic of…

○ X would make the audience think of…

○ X would shock/scare/surprise/confuse/etc 

the audience.



Other strategies that 
can help

Repeat the three steps once per mark to be safe. You 

can get two marks for a detailed answer, but I wouldn't 

rely on that unless you're really short on time.

You don't need to write out the full question, BUT do 

read it carefully and highlight/underline/write out the 

important parts so you remember them: 

● What the question actually asks (“the impact on 

the audience”)

● Which production role you're referring to (“sound” 

“director”)

You can also write out a very quick plan of what you're 

going to talk about, using bullet points and a couple of 

words per mark. (e.g. “bird cries - place + theme of 

freedom”). This can help to keep you on track and work 

more quickly when you get to the actual writing part. 


